PHP/MySQL Web Developer

Want to have an opportunity to work with a **growing ecommerce startup**? Jou Sun is the premiere marketplace for fresh food products delivered directly to your door.

In order to deliver the level of service we can offer, we have web applications in place that allows multiple parties (vendors, delivery partners and customers), to analyze and interact with order requests. The system helps manage the daily operation flow of each party, from an order down to last mile delivery.

**Moving forward, our goal is to enhance our offerings to our vendors through IT development, and continue to improve our web application so customers get the best experience possible.**

Being in the business for the past 5 years, we've learned a few things to maintain a lean team. A big part of that is to understand bottlenecks in our business, and then truly think out of to box, to develop ideas which can bypass those bottlenecks and constantly pushing the boundaries of efficiency, optimization and cost management. By adopting a lean methodology, our goal is to set targets -> build -> test -> analyze data. If you want to be involved with a team that values problem solving, independence, and good old hard work, we guarantee that you'll be able to gain a broad range of experiences from software development, down to planning and management. If you also like fresh groceries, that’s even better!

You’ll have many opportunities to also see the operation of the business from customers, to farms, to warehousing, and have control and experience how the software you build will impact all aspects of the business, we don’t just build websites, we build solutions. Our web software currently handles 95% of the entire operation, so you’ll be able to work with a system from shopping, down to final delivery.

**What we are looking for:**

- Have built websites in the past with an MVC Framework (preferably Codeigniter and/or Laravel) or have built an MVC framework yourself. This can be client projects, OR, personal projects where we can see your source code for review
- Have experience managing source code with GIT
- PHP & MySQL (Have experience with building your own database)
- Javascript (jQuery), CSS, HTML
- Have your own GIT repository showing your own work
- Worked in a team environment

**What we offer you:**

- Competitive salary
- Medical insurance
- Experience startup culture with a challenging and collaborative work environment

We have a flat company structure and hyper fast-pace work culture that promotes innovation, teamwork and social consciousness. To apply, email work@jousun.com with your CV and cover letter, with subject “PHP/MySQL Web Developer”.

More About Us
JouSun.com is the largest local farm sourcing platform in Hong Kong. We work with the best certified local farms to bring top quality traceable produce from farms to kitchens. We eliminate middlemen and wastage to give farmers higher earning. At the same time, customers can eat fresher food that is also safer for their family.